LESBIAN ROMANCE: Pulled Over And Desperate. Ill Do Anything,
Officer Candy. Anything! (lesbian romance, lgbt, police, officer, dating,
short story) (lesbian ... college, sport, holiday, party, engagement)
A lesbian romance from best selling
author R.P. James Crime doesnt pay- but
sometimes, it can be as sweet as Candy...
Im zooming down the road at ridiculous
speeds, trying to get to an old friends
engagement party on time, but running late
after a series of mishaps has left me
struggling to catch up with my day. A
ripped dress, and a strange homoerotic
moment with my friend as she stitches up
the dress are bad enough, but as I soar
down the highway I cringe at the idea of
going to this party to begin with. I hate
weddings, and marriage, and deep down I
wish I could shed my former life of
heterosexual behavior, and give into the
lesbian impulses that Ive kept pent up for
so very, very long. Im about to have my
chance, suddenly, when Im pulled over by
a tight-assed state highway patrol woman,
Candy, whos sexy as hell, and who, much
to my pleasant surprise, offers me a very
pleasant alternative to the ticket Im
expecting to pay...
Warning: This book
contains lots of HOT sex, drama and adult
language. If this is not the kind of stuff you
like to read, then start now and see what
you have been missing ;-) Enjoy!*
A
standalone LESBIAN ROMANCE with a
happy ending from best selling author R.P.
James Thank you for outright purchasing
or borrowing my book through the Kindle
Unlimited Program. As a reward for your
patronage, I am including a FREE
full-length romance eBook at the end of
this novel. Enjoy!
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(9781523306145): R.P. James: How a lesbian fling destroyed my life: Teacher, 26, was driven to at the sports centre in
Oldham where Nicola was a development officer She would text things like, Ill make a trip to your mums and that wont
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